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Abstract-An novel method of generating one-line magrams 
of radial distribution systems in the form of a Visibility graph 
is proposed in this paper. An algorithm that automatically 
generates an aesthetically 'pleasing' and 'readable' Visibility 
diagram is presented. In addition to the basic property of a 
Visibility gmph that nodes and edges be represented by axis- 
parallel horizontal and vertical Lines respectively, a new set 
of layout specifications (Aesthetic Criteria) suitable for easy 
visualization of the distribution system have been proposed. 
This work is based on the premise that in general, the network 
data of distrihution systems does not contain any geograph- 
ical information of node locations. Therefore the algorithm 
assumcs that only the identity of the tCI"iMl nodes of all the 
edges are knawn.The proposed algorithm automatically de- 
termines node tositions such that the specified aesthetic cri- 
teria are satisfied. 

Keywords-Radial distribution systems.Visibility representa- 
tion, Graphic User Interface (CUI), One-he diagram, Auto- 
matic graph drawing. 

1 .  INTRODUCTION 
Efficient planning and operation of distribution systems re- 
quire many tools. One such useful tool is a program that 
'can gcnerate automatically the system single-line diagram 
whicli is easy to read. .The existing GUIs in use in mod- 
em distribution systems provide generally a malmal scheme 
for generating the one-line diagram. Such schemes are time- 
consmning,inflexible and prone to error. The problem ofgen- 
erating onsline diagrams would be relatively easy if some 
position information of nodes (geographical locationjclative 
position etc) is available. But unfortunately many distribu- 
tion systznis do not have any information of geographical lo- 
cations of various components in their data-base. Therefore, 
drawing algorithms that can generate the co-ordinates of the 
buses automatically are needed. 

Most of the distribution networks are radial and we restrict 
our discussions here to such networks only. The topology 
of a radial distribution system can be represented by a graph 
with a tree stmcture. Various busses such as load points and 
brancling poiits correspond to the nodes of the tree and the 
transmission line-segments correspond to the branchededges 
of the graph. The substation transformer bus could be treated 
as the root node. Hence, the problem of generating a one-line 
diagram of  a radial liishibution system could be viewed as 

essentially that of generating the drawing of a rooted tree 

There have been a few (but very limited) attempts in the re- 
cent past wherein application of graph drawing algorithms 
for the generation of distribution system diagrams has been 
investigated. Ong et al., [I]  have studied the application of 
three tree drawing algorithms (i.e the spring embedder al- 
gorithm,fhe controlled spring embedder algorithm and the 
rooted tree algorithm) for automatic generation of single line 
diagrams of distribution systems; The authors in [ I ] ,  them- 
selves state that the performance of the spring embedder al- 
gorithm, originally proposed by Fruchterman et al., 121 is nut 
very good for networks with unsymmetrical structures such 
as the distribution network. The controlled spring enibedder 
algorithm is a modification ofthe spring embedder algorithm. 
Here, in order to obtain good diagrams, the user has.to pro- 
vide the locations of some components usiig his judgenient, 
The algorithm then places the other components relative to 
these fixed components. However, the high level of humai 
intervention required is a distinct limitation. The rooted tree 
algorithm [3] is a popular tree drawing algorithm. This al- 
gorithm is useful for drawing graphs wherein, the nodes at 
the same distance (in terms ofnumber of intennediate nodes) 
frob the root node are to lie a1ong.a Iine.We therefoR see 
that none of these algorithms are really attractive for gener- 
ating one-line diagrams of distribution networks. In [4]. the 
authors describe a new method of generation of one-line dia- 
grams in which all branches are constrained to lie along only 
two mutually perpendicular directions. The authors in [4] use 
a Depth First Search (DFS) based traversal to identify all lat- 
erals of a feeder and then assign directioiis and edge distances 
such that a specified set of aesthetic criteria are satisfied. 

In this work, a new method of automatically generating one- 
line diagrams of radial distribution systems in the form of 
a Visibility graph is presented. The branches and busses of 
the distribution network are represented by axis-parallel vu- 
tical lines and horizontal lines respectively. In addition a set 
of aesthetic criteria that enhance the 'readability' of the dia- 
gram are specified. The algorithm identifies and places all the 
components of the distribution feeder such that the resulting 
diagram satisfies the proposed specifications. 

2. TERMINOLOGY 
Graph related terminology used in the paper is introduced b e  
low . We use the terms bus-node, graph-network and sdge- 
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branch as synonymns. The directional terms 'upstream' and 
'downstream' with reference to a node, represent the direc- 
tiom towards and away $om the substation (root) respec- 
tively, from that node. 

Child node or off-spring:A Node that is adjacent to and 
downstream of a node 'i' is called the child node of node 'i'. 
t Parent node:The node that is adjacent to and upstream of a 
given node 'i' is called the pareht node of node 'i'. . Root node: The node having no parent node. 

Base node: Node having more than one off-spring node. . Leaf node: Node having no off-spring or child nodes . 
Sub-trees at a node:Trees rooted at the node consisting of 

only one of its child nodes and all the descendent nodes and 
edges of the particular child node. 

Lateral: A sub-graph that is framed by a leaf node and a 
base node. . LevelofaNode: Thedistance ofanodefromtherootnode 
in terms of intermediate edges. 

3.  THE GRAPH DRAWING PROBLEM 

nie objective of any graph drawing algorithm is to generate 
a diagram that has a pleasing appearance and is 'appropri- 
ate' for the particular application. These qualifying terms are 
rather subjective and hence, there is a need to translate them 
lo a set of objective criteria. 

Therefore, development of a graph drawing algorithm can be 
viewed to consist of two stages.The first is evolving a set of 
(non-subjective) specifications for the drawing,which ensure 
that the drawing complying with these specifications would 
be 'readable'. The second step would be the development 
of an algorithm, which CNI generate the co-ordinates of the 
nodes, such that the specifications evolved above are met 
when edges are drawn between these nodes. 

Tlre proposed specifications 

A Visibility diagram o f a  graph is a drawing ofthe graph us- 
ing axis parallel, disjoint horizontal lines for nodes and verti- 
cal lines for edges [SI. Visibility representations have been 
traditionally used for visualization of planar graphs in the 
areas of VLSl design and Computer science. A radial dis- 
tribution system can be drawn as a planar graph with a tree 
structure and can therefore be drawn as a Visibility diagram. 
Thick horizontal lines correspond to the nodes of the distri- 
bution network and the vertical lines denote the feeder seg- 
ments. Apart from above two requirements that nodes and 
edges be both represented by inutually perpendicular lines, 
we propose a set of layout specifications. The proposed spec- 
ifications are: 

1. All nodes at the same distance from the root node i.e at the 
same node level lie along the same horizontal line. 
2. All tine segments are ofequal length. 
3. All branches of a lateral are in a straight line. 
4. The orientation ofthe longest lateral is &xed first and sub- 
trees originating from this lateral are placed on either side of 

it based on the relative sizes of sub-trees. 
5 .  At every stage, larger laterals are always laid out closer to 
the main lateral than the smaller ones. 
6. No branches intersect. 

It is seen, from specifications 4 and 5 that the layout of the 
graph depends on thc size ofeach sub-tree. This neccesihltes 
that we specify a measure to quantify the relative sizes of 
sub-trees. In om approach, we choose the largest path length 
possible from the root of the sub-tree to any other node in the 
sub-tree as an index of its sue (W). 

4. SOLUTION APPROACH 

A close examination of the layout specifications reveals that 
node positions are determined based on choice of laterals. 
The main feeder is to be laid out vertically upwards and lat- 
erals belonging to sub-trees originating from the main feeder 
are placed to its left or right (altematcly) depending on the 
relative, sizes of the sub-trees. In addition, larger laterals are 
placed closer to the main lateral. Thus the procedure for com- 
putation ofthe co-ordinates of all nodes is subdivided into the 
following steps. 

Selection of main feeder 
Identification of laterals 
Assignment ofdirections. 
Computation of co-ordinates 

Selection of the main feeder 

In our approach, the longest lateral is chosen as the main 
feeder or lateral as follows. Firstly. we assigp a level to each 
node (based on the number of edgcs between the node and 
the root node) and hence determine the node (N,,Lz) with the 
maximum level. Then we identify the main lateral by back- 
tracking from node N,, to the root node and picking up all 
the visited nodes, 

Identification oflaterals 

Once the main feeder is choscn, other laterals are identified 
by a Depth First Search (DFS) procedure [6] starting from 
each base node of the main lateral. To stan with, we assign a 
weight W to each node and sort all child nodes in decreasing 
order oftheir assigned weights. Startiig from the base node 
nearest to the leaf node of the main lateral, a DFS traver- 
sal is performed on each sub-tree incident at each base node. 
A lateral is formed by picking up all the nodes visited start- 
ing from a base node and ending at a leaf node. In the DFS 
traversal, since all child nodes are sorted in decreasing or- 
der of their weights (W), at every stage, the longer laterals 
are always visited before snialler laterals. This step is illus- 
trated with the help of Fig 1. Consider the sub-tree T origi- 
nating kom the bise node 2 o f a  lateral. T1 and T2 are sub- 
trees rooted at base node IO. The DFS traversal starts from 
base node 2 and proceeds in thc direction of the dotted line. 
The traversal is decided by the weights W assigned to each 
node. Since W(11) > W(15) I the traversal always picks 
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A 

W(II )=3 ,W(15)=2  , W ( l S ) = I  

Figure 1. Formation of laterals 

up nodes belonging to sub-tree TI ahead of those belong- 
ing to sub-tree T2. Similarly at base node 12, the sub-tree 
with nodes 13 and 14 are picked ahead of node 18. There- 
fore, the order in which the leaf nodes are visited during the 
BFS traversal are 14.1 8 and 17 starting respectively from base 
nodes 2,12 and IO. Therefore the laterals in this sub-tree 
are identified as L 1 ={ 23.7.1 0, l l  ,I 2,13,14}-L2=( 1 2,l 8} and 
L3=(10,15,16.17}. 

Assigning direcrions ro larrruls 

The layout specifications require that the longest lateral or 
main feeder is first laid out vertically and the other sub-trees 
that originate liom this lateral are placed on either side of it. 
Therefore nodes belonging to sub-trees rooted on the main 
feeder are assigned a direction depending on whether they 
should appear to its left or right. In ow procedure, sub-trees 
originating from the same node on the main feeder are as- 
signed alternate directions based on their relative weights. 
Therefore. the direction assigned to a sub-tree decides the 
directions of laterals contained in the sub-tree.As an exam- 
ple,consider Fig 2 in which TI,T2,T3 and T4 are sub-trees 
that are rooted at base node 2.011 the main lateral. 

The longest lateral consists of the following set of nodes: 
(O,l,2,lO,ll,l3,l4}. Therefore, this set is identified as the 
main lateral. It is seen that the sue  of the sub-trees rooted at 
base node 2 are such that W(T1) 2 W(T2) 2 W(T3) 2 
W(T4). Let TI be assigned a direction to the right of the 
main lateral.The direction assigned to sub-tree T2 is then 
to the left of T. Sub-trees T3 agd T4 are respectively as- 
signed rightward and Leftward directions. Thercforc, the lat- 
erals L1={2,7,15,16],L2={7,8} (belonging to sub-tree TI) 
and L2=(2,5,6} (belonging to sub-tree T3) are assigned di- 
rections to the right of the main lateral. Similarly laterals 
L3=(2,3,4} and L4={2,9} are assigned a leftward direction. 

, 

Figure 2. Orientation of laterals 

Conipvration of co-ordiirafes 

From the first two specifications, it follows that the 'y' 
co-ordinate assigned to a node depends on the specified 
position of the root node (XRoot,YRoot),level of the i th 
node (Ievel(Node,)) and the constant length of each branch 
(HEIGHT). For the ith node,its 'y' co-ordinate is coniputed 
as: Y(Node;) = YRoot + leuel(Nodei) t HEIGHT. Ac- 
cording to aesthetic-3, all the branches belonging to a lat- 
eral should lie along a straight line and hence all nodes be- 
longing to 'a lateral are assigned the same 'x' co-ordinate. 
Therefore, once the main lateral is identified, all its nodes 
are assigned an 'x' co-ordinate equal to that of the root node 
(XRoot). Subsequently the DFS traversal identifies the re; 
mining laterals as explained in the previous sections. As and 
when a lateral is fumed, it is placed depending on the direc- 
tion assigned to it and the nearest available 'x' co-ordinate 
in that direction. In order to keep track of the available 
'x' co-ordinates at each node level, two one dimensional ar- 
rays Leuel-array1 and Leuel-array2,' each of size equal 
to the maximum node level, have been defined. The m y s  
Levelar ray l  and Leuelarray2 are used to indicate the 
available 'x' co-ordinate positions to the right and left re- 
spectively of the main feeder. Afier assignment of an 'x' co- 
ordinate to each node in the main lateral, all the elements 
of the m a y  L e u d a r r a y l  are initialized to a value equal 
to XROUI plus a predefined sibling distance (SIB-DIST). 
Similarly all elements of Leuelarray2 are assigned to a 
value XRoot-SIB-DIST. As and when a lateral is identi- 
fied, all its nodes are assigned the same 'x' co-ordinate. This 
'x' co-ordinate value is chosen as follows: 
Let L = [Nl, Nz, . . . , A7"} be the nodes belonging to a lat- 
eral that has been identified currently hy the DFS traversal. 
Let NL = [NL1, NLz, . . . , NL,} be their respective node 
IevelsSince; the mays L e u d a r r a y l  and Leuelarray3 
are indcxed by thc node Iwels, the 'x' co-ordinate of all 
the nodes belonging to L are assigned a value equal to 
max(Levelarrayl(NL)).if its orientation is to the right.or to 
a value min(Levelmay2(NL)), if the lateral has been pre- 
viously asiigned a lefiward direction. All the corresponding 
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elenlents of the arrays Level-array1 or Levelarray2 are 
updated to the next available 'x' co-ordinate values. The iden- 
tification of laterals. assignment of directions to each lateral 
and computation of co-ordinates are all carried out during the 
same DFS traversal. 

5 .  MAJOR STEPS IN THE PROPOSED PROCEDURE 

The major steps in the proposed procedure are as follows. 

1. From the given data determine the degree ofall nodes and 
identify the leaf nodes (nodes of degree 1) and also identify 
the parent and child nodes for each node 
2. Detemiine the wcight for each node.This is, done by 
traversing the graph from each of the leaf nodes to the root 
node and updating the weights of visited nodes (which are 
all initialized to zero to stan with).The scheme of updating is 
chosen such that at the end of the traversals the weights as- 
signed to each uode corresponds to the largest possible path 
length on the downstream side of the node. 
3. Sort tlie child nodes of each node in the decreasing order 
ofthcir weights 
4. Determine the node levels of all the busses and hence the 
Maximum Node Level (MNL) 
5 .  Identify the leaf node with the maximum level. Backtmck 
Froni this leafnode to the root node and pick up all the nodes 
visited and form the main lateral or feeder. 
6. '  For all the nodes N; bcloiiging to the main feeder, assign 
co-ordinates as follows: 
X(N;)=XRoot,Y(Ni)=Y Root+HEIGHT*level(N,) 
7. Initialize the arrays Level-array1 and Levelarray2 
8. For each base node Bi on the main feeder, 
(a) Assign directions to all sub-trees (except the sub-tree 

which contains a part of the main lateral) rooted at B, and 
performing a DFS traversal over each sub-tree, identify the 
laterals that are contained in the respective sub-trees. As 
and %hen a lateral is formed determine co-ordinates of all its 
nodes as descrihed previously and update the elements of the 
array Levelnrrayl or Levelarray2 to the next available 
'xi co-ordinate value 
9. Dmw the graph by starting from the root node. Represent 
dl nodes by thick horizonral lines hence complcting the visi- 
bility representation 

6. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 

The application of the algorithm is first illustrated with 
a 37 node example whose data is given in Table I .  
The value assigned to some of the constant parameten 
are:(XRoot.YRoot)=(O,O),HEIGl4T=l ,SIB.DIST=2. The set 
of leaf nodes are rist identified. For each node, its parent 
node,l.evel, Wei&t, the number of offspring nodes (nchld) 
and set of child nodes (CN) are determined. For the sake of 
illustration these values (for the first fifteen nodes) are given 
in Table 2. hi the next step, the main feeder is identified by 
backtracliiiig from leaf node 11 (the leaf node with the Maxi- 
mum Node Level(MNL=l 1)) till the root node is reached and 
picking up all the visited nodes. The co-ordinates ofthe nodes 
belonging to the main lateral assigned. 

Table 1. Input data - Edge list 

Table 2. Parent,child and weight information 

The two arrays Level-array1 and Levelarray2, each of 
size MNL ,me initialized to the values .+2 and -2 respectively. 
These values indicate the cumiitly available 'x' co-ordinates 
on either side of thc main feeder. 

The other laterals are formed by performing a DFS traver- 
sal  along each sub-tree rooted at'a base node. It is seen that 
nodes {6,4,2,1} are the base nodes (nchld > 2) on the maul 
lateral. Starting from node 6, whch is the base node near- 
est to the leaf node of the main lateral, it is seen tlmt there 
is one sub-tree that has to he traversed. This sub-tree is as- 
signed a direction to the right of the main lateral. Starting a 
DFS traversal at node 6, the first leaf node visited is node 37. 
Therefore, the first lateral to be identified consists of the set 
ofnodes: (6,23,24,37}. The 'x' co-ordinate ofthe base node 
6 has heen already determined and thc co-ordinates of the re- 
maining nodes of the lateralare computed as follows: 
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The levels ofnodes 6,23,24 and 37 are respectively 6,7,8 and 
9. Therefore the 'x' co-ordinates of these nodes are found as : 
X(23)=X(24)=X(37)=(le~d.nrrnyl({6,7,8,9})=2. The 
.elements of the array Levd.urrnyl are updated to the next 
available position as shown : 

-Leud.arrayl(G) = L e v e l a r r n y l ( 7 )  = Levd.arruyl (8)  = 
Leud-orray l (9)  = 2 + 2 = 4. The next leaf node picked 
Up in the.DFS tmversal is node 28 and hence the nextlateral 

-consists ofnodes {24,25}. The level of nodes 24 and 28 are 
8 and 9 respectively. Therefore: 
X(28)=.nzaz(larel~arrayl{8,9}) = 4 and the anay 
Levelarrnyl  is updated as before. Laterals belonging to all 
sub-trees are similarly laid out and the final diagram is shown 
in Fig3. . ' 

.~ . 

. . .  . . .  

. Figure 3. Visibility d i ~ a 9 . k  of the 37 node system . 
I - ,  

. .  
The algorithm has been used to generate, consistently veIy 
good diag&s, of a large number of practical distribution 
networks. Here, we give some examples as thumb-nail di- 
agrams in Fig 4. The first three examples correspond to three 
1 I KV feeden -Bukkasagara, Saradagi and Devapin, in mal 
South India with 138;160and 172 nodes respectively. The 
fourth example is,Ihat of a 150 node system whose coanec- 
tivity information has been generatea with an aim, to create a 
complex test case for the algorithm. 

I. CONCLUSIONS- 
. .  

Au!omatic;generation of visibility diagrams of radial distri- 
bution systems has been presented. A new set of aesthetic 
criteria suitable for easy visualization of a radial distribution 
system are proposed. The algorithm is illustrated with a de- 
tailed example. ale-line diagmms of some practical feeders 
as generated by the algorithm have beenpresented. The pro- 
posedmethodcan beavaluabletool forp@vidinganeffective 
GUI for system engineers involved in plahning and operation 
of distribution networks. 

Figure 4. Sample Diagams Generated by the Algorithm 
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